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Social Media Hype
There is certainly a lot of noise around social media, but what does it mean for 
your business?

I recently read an article online by John Newton in which he talks about the big social media 
trends that we’re likely to see. In that article he said that social media will make it so that people 
can “be found, and heard online.” I couldn’t agree more. Social media is expanding at a feverish 

pace that few expected.
Gone are the days that facebook, LinkedIn, twitter, etc. are just for teens. Social media is for 

everyone. Further, as I talk to lenders and vendors alike, they want to be heard and found. The market 
is changing. Lenders need to go directly to the consumer and vendors need to find new and creative 
ways of reaching lender clients and enabling those lender clients to reach more borrowers. 

Social media is a fundamentally transformative and rapidly evolving business tool for sales, 
marketing, communication, business development and the dissemination of information to today’s 
consumers.

What many business-to-business executives question is how social media applies to their business. 
Maybe it’s right for companies that sell directly to consumers, but I don’t see how it would apply 

to business-to-business transactions. How is Twitter, 
LinkedIn, facebook, YouTube or a blog going to 
benefit my company?

Actually, executives that dig a little deeper are 
quite surprised. There are a number of business-to-
business companies utilizing social media to cost 
effectively grow their businesses. These companies 

harness social media to develop brand awareness, enhance customer communication, drive website 
traffic and significantly improve SEO (search engine optimization) to seize business opportunities. 
There’s a great deal that social media offers companies that sell business-to-business: 

1. Build Brand Awareness
2. Cultivate Customer/Prospect Communication
3. Drive Website Traffic
4. Boost SEO (search engine optimization)
5. Improve Opportunity Identification
Enter social media. Here’s what else I think we’ll see come out of social media this year:
Social media will continue to become more mainstream. Like I said, this is not a toy. We’re 

seeing wide adoption and practical business usage of all types of social media.
Content will be king. Good marketing content will help drive more social success. If your content 

is not good it doesn’t matter how you distribute it; however if you have good content and you 
distribute it through social media, you become king.

Social media will allow small business to effectively compete against larger competitors. This 
is not a technology that only the big guys can have and use. In fact, the big guys may be so slow to 
move that they open the door for small companies to outpace them in their usage of social media. 
In turn, this could lead to those small players becoming the next big players while the historic big 
players fall more and more behind.

Social media is a fundamentally  
transformative and rapidly evolving 
business tool for sales.
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Location-based marketing through social media will 
continue to explode. What does that mean? The social media 
site, like twitter for example, can tell you where the user 
that logs in is actually located. That can become important 
because you can now send that user more targeted marketing 
campaigns that incorporate information about your product 
intermingled with information about how that product would 
benefit someone in that geographic location.

We keep talking about mobile. One of the offshoots of this 
technology is such that it invites innovation. For example, you 

will see companies get creative with text campaigns. People 
will start obtaining more intelligence, including cell phones to 
do creative text messaging campaigns.

Video platforms will expand. I don’t just mean Youtube. I 
mean that video will be integrated with presentations so people 
can see what is being discussed and comment on it in a social 
environment.

More and more companies will turn to blogging platforms. 
WordPress is a great platform, for example. When you’re 
blogging on these sites it’s easy in that you don’t need a 
programmer or a marketing person. Also, as social media 
becomes more mainstream, sites like this will become more 
important.

Websites will be the portal of choice. There will certainly 
be more social awareness on websites. Companies will make it 
easier for people to find your twitter account or your facebook 
page through their website. Social media makes it easier for 
people to interact and websites will get people to those social 
locations.

Businesses will unlock more collateral. They’ll expose 
more to their clients through social media. Like what? There’s 
a lot of great marketing, product descriptions and training 
content that these companies have. They’ll expose that via 
social media to get more people to interact with them.

What does all of this mean for the mortgage space? With the 
battle for the borrower and the shift to consumer direct in full 
swing, it’s forcing lenders to embrace tools and communication 
channels to meet their perspective borrowers where they’re at. 
There are thousands of people on facebook, twitter, LinkedIn, 
etc. Lenders need to look at how they can interact with those 
borrowers because that’s where they live, that’s where they get 
their information.

On the other side of the coin, for vendors it’s more 
important to understand these tools as well. As they fight for 
more business the need to use social media to get lenders in the 
door will rise. Vendors also have to incorporate social media 
within their technology. Lenders are going to demand that their 
technology have social media components.

What’s the larger point that I’m trying to articulate? What’s 
the bigger picture here? The bottom line is that social media 
isn’t going away. Social media is not a fad. In fact, it’s just 
becoming more and more important. So, why not use it to your 
advantage? ❖
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What Does Social Media Really Mean?  
The Answer Is Broader Communication. 

This is certainly outdated:

This is quickly becoming outdated:

This is what more people prefer:

Who knows what the future holds?


